
Data Survey Questionnaire

Name First Name

Birthday Citzenship

Gender

1. Degrees

Highest degree

Other degrees  //  degree granting institution  //  month/year 
(e.g.: B.A. Ed.   //   Trier University                      //   09/2014 )            

Topic of your Master thesis, or other degree granting senior thesis and discipline



2. Dissertation project

Topic of your dissertation proposal and relevant discipline(s)

In which research area of the IRTG would you situate your dissertation topic?

RA 1: Politics of Diversity
RA 2: Practices of Diversity
RA 3: Narratives of Diversity

Potential supervisors for your dissertation  
(please name at least one German and one Canadian IRTG Faculty member)

1st German IRTG faculty member 1st Canadian IRTG faculty member

2nd German IRTG faculty member 2nd Canadian IRTG faculty member

When did you start working on your 
dissertation topic?  
(MM/DD/YYYY)

Who were your main supervisors until now? With whom did you collaborate during your 
career so far?  
(please indicate name and affiliation)



3. International experience

Please indicate your stays abroad, the purpose and duration

4. Language skills

Please indicate your (A) writing and (B) speaking skills 

A - Writing skills

native speaker fluent proficient elementary

B - Speaking skills

native speaker fluent proficient elementary

English

English

French

French

German

German



Where did you learn your languages?
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